
























?A communication network topological design is an important part of the com-
munication network design process to achieve the requirements such as perfor-
mance, communication cost and operation cost. The topological design methods
are roughly classied into the traditional heuristic design approach by humans and
the automatic design approach by computers. Out of them, the human approach
has long been applied especially for the physical communication network topology
design in the real world. In fact, most of real network topologies, such as Wide
Area Network (WAN), consist of a hierarchical combination of basic types such as
the bus, the star and the ring.
The automatic computer design approach which formulates it as the optimiza-
tion problem after Kleinroch has been expanded hand in hand with the expansion
of the computer network application. However, most of these approaches do not
respect the popular topology types such as the star, the bus and the ring, which
are frequently introduced in the real world. Therefore, although these automatic
approaches are eective for the logical topology design, these lose their eective-
ness for the physical wide area network topology design in the real world. So, in
many cases, the traditional design approach by humans is as yet adapted to the
physical network topological design in the real world. So it can be said that the
type oriented topology design is still important in the communication networks
today. In the traditional design approach, a promising topology type combination
candidate is generated, then it is revised to satisfy the requirement in the real
world such as communication speed, redundancy, communication cost, etc.
In this paper, to achieve the automatic generation of this traditional method
including its expansion, a new method to generate a parametric multilayer typed
network topology and to analyze communication cost under the required mean
delay time is proposed. The generated set of multi layer typed topology with its
ii
attribute such as communication cost, mean delay time, node degree, mean link
capacity and mean link length is shown for the network topology designers. And
they can select a most suitable topology among them. Specically, the method to
generate an original spanning tree with star clusters is proposed rst to generate
a tree by using the node distance matrix and the communication ow matrix by
satisfying a given target delay time. A spanning tree with star clusters is a tree
which consists of multiple star clusters connected by links, and is suitable for a
physical network topology design. Here, the optimization problem modeled by
Kleinroch is adapted which is solved under the limited condition of the typed tree,
The characteristics of this proposal is to generate a set of trees with multi
star clusters from a single star with minimum total link capacity to a MST with a
minimum total link length, which are modied from a minimum link spanning tree
generated by using Kruskal method with a weight parameter. For this purpose,
weighted link cost calculated by the link distance and the data ow intensity is
given in advance to all the link of the perfect graph. First a multi layer star typed
cluster topology is generated by applying the above method and repeating until
to satisfy the given condition. Then the stars of each specic layer are changed to
other types such as the bus and the ring for multiple layer typed topologies to get
the nal topology. Finally, the mean link capacity to satisfy the target mean delay
time is calculated, and the attribute data to support the nal topology selection
by humans is calculated.
In the real world, dierent topology types are introduced to the dierent indus-
tries or business processes classied by the communication characteristics and the
link cost function characteristics. For example, the star topology is introduced
to the nance industry which requires the shorter mean delay time. And the bus
or the ring topologies are introduced to the industry which prefers the lower cost
than the performance.
The topologies in the real world environment are simulated by the combination
of the communication ow matrix and the link cost function by using the proposed
method. The results are consistent with the real world observations, which shows
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? 1? ?? 7
(1) ??
 ????? N = f1; 2; : : : ; ng
 ??????? FM = ffijji; j 2 N; i 6= jg
 fij: ??? i; j??????? (bps)
 ???????? DM = fdijji; j 2 Ng
 dij: ??? i; j?????? lij???
 ??????? g(c; d) (?/?)
 c: ????? (bps)
 d: ???? (Km)
 g(c; d)? c,d?????????????????? c; d??????
???????????????????????????????
(2) ??
 ??????? LM = fcijji; j 2 N; i 6= jg, cij? lij???????i; j??
??????? cij = 0?
(3) ????




























































































? 1{6: ????????????????????Bus? Star
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?? LC??????w?????????????????????
 ???? n???????????????












? T ????T ????????????????? T ????????
??.
 ???????
? T ????T ????????????????? T ?????????
??.
? 3{1??? Star?Bus?????Star, Bus???????????????
?? n  1????????????????????????????????
?= r??????????????????????????????????
??????? f ???????????8i; j; i 6= j????fij + fji = f . ??
??????????Star? r?Bus?? r(2+1)
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 
? 3{1: Star?Bus
????????????? f  (i???????) = (n  1)f????????
??????????????????????????????
(n  1)f: (31)
???Bus??????????????????? Bus?? 1; 2;    ; n??
?????????????? i (1  i  n)?? i???????? n  1???
?????????Pi 1j=1 j +Pn ij=1 j????????? i??????? f ??
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?? 1?????? n  1???????????????? 2 ????????
?????????????????????????????????? (35)
?????????
1  (n  1) + 2  (n(n  1)
2




?? 2 ????????????????????????????? Star??
????????????????????????????
??: ?? 1?????????????????????? Star??????
??Star?????? k?????k????????????? 1??????



































?????? i; j????? lij ??????????? uij ?????????
uij = (1  w)dij   waij (38)
0  w  1????????????????????????????????
? (38)? (1   w)dij + w( aij)????dij ? aij ?????????????
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???????????0  dij  1 ?????????? 1?????????






???? fi = (fi + fi)???, fi ???? i???????????????
fi ???? i?????????????????? (39)???maxk fk ? aij
? 1?????????????aij ????? i; j?????????????




















 w = 0?? uij = dij????ST(0)????????????MST????







? 3{2: w??? Star????
 w = 1?? uij =  aij???. ???m? fm?????????????
??m???????? lmj????? (39)??????????? fm?
?? amj = 1????????? i; j?????aij  1?? amj?????
????? umj =  amj =  1???????????????Kruskal??
???????????????????????????? n  1???









???????? y????????????? k? fk????????
??????????????????? y??????????????
???????
????uij??? ????????? (38)?????????? (310)





dij   w (310)




??????? 3{3? w1 > w2 ??
????????????w??????? y?????????????














??? k; l???????????????? fkl???????FM?????
???????????ST(w)????? lij??? hij?????
??????????
??? lij ??? cij ?? (311)?????????x > 0???????????
hij??? x??????????x????????????????????
????
cij(x) = cji(x) = (1 + x)hij: (311)
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lij2ST(w) hij?
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3.3.3 ??????????





??? T ????????3.2????????? T ????????????
???????????????????m(d), m(c)??????????m(d)
? n  1????????????? d????????
??????? (??????m(d), ???????m(c))?????? 2??























































?????w?????? (m(d), m(c))????? 3{5??????????
?????????????????
????????????? (? 3{5 2)???????? (? 3{5 1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? 3{6?????????????w  0:0???Kruskal??????????
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^????? 3{6??????????????? 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? Kruskal??????????????? aij ??????????dij ???














? 3{6: w  0:0???????
??????? (? 3{7)?????m(d)
w
> 0????? (38)???w  1:0??




??????(m(d), m(c))????w  0:0 (? 3{5???)???????w 




??LC=P g(c; d)????????????? g(c; d)???????????n
?????? n  1???????????????g(c; d)?????m(g(c; d))
?????LC= (n  1)m(g(c; d))??????m(g(c; d))???????????
???????? LC (n  1)g(m(c);m(d))?????????????????
???????????? LC?????? w???????????????
????????
LC (n  1)g(m(c);m(d))????????????????LC???? ?















? 3{7: w  1:0???????
???????????? (? 3{8???)?????? g(c; d) = 
n 1 ?????






















































???????????????? DM???????? g(c; d)???3.3?
???????????w????????????? LM?????????
???? LC=P g(c; d)????????????? LC(w)????
3.4.2 ????
??w????WL?????????????????f(ST(w);LM(w);LC(w))
jw 2 WLg ???????????????????????????????
?????????? LC(w)???????????????????????










????? ST(w)??? LC(w)? w???????????????????
jW j??????????????? w????????????jW j????
????????????????????????? jW j?????????
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3.5.2 ?????
????????????????????????
 ????? N?100?????? 500km 300km???????????
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+ (n  2)j) (318)
????????? j????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????
 ???????? DM: ??????????????????????
 ??????? g(c; d): ???????????????????????
?????????????? g(c; d) = g1(c)  g2(d)???????????
g1(c)?????? 100 Km????????????? c????????
??g2(d) ????? d? 100 Km??????????????????
???g1(c)? g2(d)???????
 g1(c) = 56:37c0:358  1000?
 g2(d) = ( d100)0:231
 ???????? t: t = 0.001 (sec)????





???????????????w = 1:0; 0:4; 0:0?????? 3{3?????
????Kruskal??????????????????????
????????????
? 3{10?w 2 f0:0; 0:2; : : : ; 1:0g???????? ST(w)?????? 1???





m(c) ?? 3{11??????????????? LC(w)???????????
?????????????????????? 1.0???????????w?
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????? 3{3?????????????? 3{13? w = 1:0 (? 3{13(a))?
w = 0:4 (? 3{13(b)), w = 0:0 (? 3{13(c)) ? 3???????????????
Kruskal?????????????????????????????????
??w = 1:0?? aij ??????????????????Star???????
w = 0:4?? aij?????? dij?????????aij???????????
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? 3{11: ?????????w???????
? 3{12: ??????????????
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(a) w = 1:0
(b) w = 0:4
(c) w = 0:0
(???aij???? dij)
? 3{13: ?????????w???




































































Star?????????????? 2??????Star-Star, Star-Bus, Star-Ring,
Bus-Star, Bus-Bus, Bus-Ring, Ring-Star, Ring-Bus, Ring-Ring? 9??????
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 ??????? g(c; d)
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??????????N , FM, DM, ??????? g(c; d),?????? t ?
??Mindeg, Maxnode???????Star?????????????????
????????? 4{2? Star?????????????????
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? 4{3: ???????????????????
? 4{4: ?????
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??????????N ??????????????????? 4{5 ?
??????????????
 T ?????????????? 1????????? 3????
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 ?????????????
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 ?????? i?????? j???????i????????
????? j??????





 ?????? i?????? j???????i????????
????????????????????????????
 T ??????????? i; j??????????????????
(38)????? uij??????













T ??????? jCj  Maxnode???????????????????
?????? Star????C????????? Star?????????
????? Star????C??????????????????
?? jCj > Maxnode?????????????????????????
???N????????FM????? 1.????N??????N = C
?????????????? T????????? C ????????



























 Star??Bus???? (? 4{6(a))
????? Star????????????? 2????A;B????
































 Star??Ring???? (31)(? 4{6(b))
????? Star??????????? SN ????????? SN ??
??? i????????? SN ???? d(i; SN)? SNni??? i???
???????????????? (? (42))?






????????????SNnn??? n????? 2??? (???C;D)
? 4? ??????????? 54
? n????????????????? n????????????n?
??????? SN ????????
?????????????? 2??????? C?D)??, ?????
?? SN ???????????? n0 ?????????C ? n0????
SNnn0???n0?????????n0?????????????????

















???????????????????????? i! j; (i; j 2 N; i 6= j) ??

















































 ????? N?100?????? 500 Km 300 Km??????????
????????







 ???????? DM: ?????????????????????
 ??????? g(c; d): g(c; d) = g1(c)  g2(d)??????g1(c)?????
? 100 Km????????????? c??????????g2(d) ??
??? d? 100 Km?????????????????????g1(c)?
g2(d)???????
? 4? ??????????? 57
 g1(c) = 56:37c0:358  1000?
 g2(d) = ( d100)0:231
 ???????? t = 0:001 sec????
Star????????????????????????????????
 ???????????Mindeg = 6. ??????? 6??????? Star
?????????????? Star??????????????????





































































 ???????????Mindeg = 6

































































???????N = 500????????????1???????????? 3
????????????????? SWI-Prolog???????????? 3?
27?????????????????????????? 27  3 = 81???
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 ?? FM (????????? FM)
?????500 Km, 300 Km)? 100??????????????????




 ?? FM (????????? FM)






????????????????? FM??????f ? (75  f  100)
Kbps???????




g(c; d) = g1(c)  g2(d),
g1(c) = 56:37c
0:358, (????? 100 Km???? c?????
g2(d) = (d=100)
??????? 100 Km??????????
c: link capacity (kbps)?
d: link length (km)?
g2?????  = 0:231???????? g??????????
? 5? ????????????????????? 70
? 5{2: ?? FM
 ???????????
g1(c) ????
g2(d)???  = 0:0??????????
 ???????????
g1(c)???,
g2(d)???  = 1:0??????????
????????????????????????????????????
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